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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3689 
MAGGIE BEVERLY POWELL, Appellant, 
E. E. MAGEE, IN HIS OWN RIGHT AND AS ATTORNEY 
IN FACT FORE. A. LaFRAGE, Appellee. 
PE'rITION. 
To the Honorable Jiulges of the Suvrenie Court of Appeals 
of Virginia: 
Yout appellan!, Mag·q"ie Bevedy Powell, i-espectfull): reJ?-
tcsents that she 1s agg-1•1evccl by a final decree of the C1rcu1t 
Court of GreensyiUe County enteted on the 30th day of Au-
gust, 1949, de11ying i1e1· p1•nye1' £or a permanent injunction 
against E. :m. Magee, in his own right uml as attorney in fact 
for ~: A. tn~-,rage1 testi-aining ~im his agents and ·~ervants froill 111terf c1·111g w1tlt appolbt11t m the full tH;e and e11.1oyment 
of n roadway over aud uc1•oss lan.ds of appellant aud appellee, 
ahd dismissing lrnr bill of complaint. A tntnscl'ipt of the 
1'ccord is het·ewith pteson ted. 
2 Supreme Court of App<-,a}s of Virginia 
STATEMENTiOF THE CASE. 
This cause was heard upon appellant's bill, the answer of 
appellee, upon depositions taken before a Notary Public, and 
was arg-ued by counsel; after fwhich the Court, at the request 
of counsel for the appellee a~d without objection by. counsel 
for appellant, went with counsel for both parties to the prem-
ises and viewed and examined the road and thereafter filed 
a written opinion setting out 1its reasons for denying the re-
lief sought and the decree complained of was thereupon en-
tered. i · 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS. 
Appellant is seized of a fifty (50) acre tract of land in Bel-
field Magisterial District, Greensville County, Virginia, hav-
ing inherited the same •from her iather. This tract is 
2* know as the Beverly-Pow~ll Tract. Slagle's Pond bounds 
appellant's land on the w~st and north, and the Robinson 
Farm bounds appellant's land on the south. Appellee owns 
and controls the 24% acre tract immediately to the east of 
~ppellant 's laud. Appellee 's: land is known as the Magee 
Tract, and adjacent thereto [and separating it from State 
Highway No. 615 is a 35 3/f acre tract of land owned by 
Lester Rollerts. Appellant's :land, the Magee Tract and the 
Roberts' Tract were all formerly owned by R. T. Wilson as 
one tract of land. 1 
In 1899 R. T. Wilson conveyed .to Sam White the Magee 
Tract and the Roberts Tract ias one parcel of land. At and 
before the time of the above I.mentioned conveyance to Sam 
White there was a roadway 6f sufficient width to accommo-
date ordinary motor vehicles I running from the Magee land 
across the land conveyed to Sam White for about one-half 
mile to the State Highway Nol 615. This roadway served the 
owners and occupants of the! dominant tract, the Beverly-
Powell land, as their only outl~t from some time prior to 1899, 
continuously until about 194P, when appellee, the present 
owner, or attorney in fact for the owner of the Magee land, 
the servient land, closed said roadway by erecting a gate 
across it near the boundary line of his land with that owned 
by Lester Roberts. Appellee thereafter required appellant to 
ernss over appellee 's land at [another place, using the lands 
of appellant and Lester Roberts to detour from and return 
to the original roadway at anbther place. All of the forego-
ing facts are established by the depositions taken in the case, 
and are uncontradicted. The.re was evidence that this new 
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roadway which appellee now requires appeUant to use is un-
suitable for vehicular traffic. 
Appellee 's testimony was that when he purchased his land 
in 1932 the Beverly-Powell farm was dormant and that there-
after little, if any, use was made of the roadway by the oc-
cupants of the Beverly-Powell tract; that in 1937 be erected 
a fish pond near the roadway and that thereafter persons us-
ing the roadway going to and from the Beverly-Powell farm 
mudded his fish pond and depredated his orchard; that he 
thereupon closed the roadway. 
* ASSIGNMENTS OF I~RROR. 
· 1. The Court erred in finding that appellant was not en-
titled to the use of said roadway by reason of an implied 
reservation. 
2. The Court erred in finding that appellant had not ac-
quired an easement in said roadway by prescription. 
3. The Court erred in holding that none of the Magee land 
was enclosed prior to the time he purchased it and in con-
cluding from its view of the premises that the nature of the 
.land was such that its mere use was not sufficient to g·ive rise 
to the presumption of a grant. 
, 4. The Court erred in denying the injunctive relief prayed 
for. 
QUESTIONS PRESENTED. 
1. Does the evidence establish that the use of the roadway 
contended for was apparent, continuous and reasonably neces-
sary for the use of the land now owned by appellant when, 
in 1899, R. T. ·wilson severed therefrom the sixty (60) acres 
of which appellee's land is a part? 
2. Does the evidence establish that for more than twenty 
years prior to the time appellee closed said roadway, appel-
lant and her predecessors in title had enjoyed the open, con-
tinuous and notorious use of said roadway and that said use 
was known to, acquiesced in, unobjected to and unprotcsted 
by the owners of the land HO\V under control of the appellee; 
and if so, is there evi<lenee to overcome the resultant pre-
sumption of adverse user nuder a bo11a fide elaim of right 7 
a. Is there evidence to support the Court's conclusion that 
the nature of appellee's land was such that the use of the 
roadway was presumptively permissive; and if so, did not the 
evidence preponderate to overcome such presumption f 
4. Is appellant entitled to the injunctive relief prayed for? 
I 
4 Supreme Court of !Appeals of Virginia 
ARG-qMENT. . ( 
I. 
The uncontradicted evidence is that in 1899 the road-
4* way in question *was pr~sent and being used across the 
lands now owned by appellant, appellee and Lester 
Roberts, all of which lands at! that time was one track owned 
by R. T. Wilson. The evidence is also uncontradicted that 
ihe use of said roadway was apparent, continuous and reason-
ably necessary for the occupants of the Beverly-Powell tract 
when, in 1899, R. T. Wilson severed therefrom the sixty (60) 
acres of which appellee 's land is a part. Wilson sold the 60 
acre tract by deed dated December 6, 1899, and maintained for 
himself the land now owned by appellant. (R., p. 23.) 
The witness, Nick .l\. vent, 64 years of age, testified that he 
was familiar with the land and the sale of the 60 acre tract 
hy Wilson; that be knew whe1i ·wnson owned all of this land. 
This witness also testified that the road in controversy "has 
been there ever since I have been here'' and that there had 
uever been any other roadway leading from the BeverJy .. Powell 
farm to the highway. (R., p.] 15.) Another witness, Sidney 
Robinson, testified that Slagle 's Pond bounds the Beverly-
Powell T1~act on the north and west and that the Robinson 
farm bounds the Beverly-Powell Tract on the south; and that 
there never has been a right-of-way from the Beverly-Powell 
Tract over the Robinson farm where appcllee now attempts 
to have appellant travel. (R., iJp. 7, 8, 9.) Every witness who 
testified stated categorically tjnd unequivocally that the only 
way out was the roadway to the east which the owners and 
occupants of the Beverly-Powell Tract have always used and 
L'or which they now contend. . 
As we understand appellee~s position, is that since he has 
prepared him a fish pond an~ grown an orchard near this 
roadway, the said orchard ana fish pond are being damaged 
or depredated, be is entitled t9 violate the rights of appellant 
in said roadway and close it up. In Clark v. Reynolds, 125 
Va. 626, there was evidence tending to show that at times the 
rig·ht-of-way in question had qeen abused by the appellant by 
driving out of the limits of the way and trespassing on the 
;joining land. The Court there said, 
"There is not, as we unde~stand counsel, any contention 
that such misuse has amounted to an extinguishment of the 
way, and if there were such contention it could not be upheld. 
The defendant has an adequate remedy by action for dam-
I 
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ages, or, if occasion should demand, by a suit for injunction, 
to correct abuses in the exercise of the complainant's rights.'' 
5* *The principles of law relative to the rights of persons 
owning the dominant land in an easement across servient 
land are clear. In one of the earliest Virginia cases it was 
held that when property is conveyed it passes in its existing 
state subject to all existing easements and burdens of a simi-
lar nature in favor of other lands of the grantor which are 
apparent, and which result naturally from the relative situa-
tion of the land as they were usually enjoyed at the time of 
the conveyance. Lowenhwck v. Switzer, 1 Va. Dec. 141. In 
Sanderlin v. Baxter, 76 Va. 299, 44 Am. Rep. 165, it was held 
that where two tracts of land are owned by the same person, 
and an easement in one in favor of the other is apparent, con-
tinuous and necessary, it will pass as an incident to his con-
veyance of the dominant estate, unless a contrary contention 
is expressed. 
Numerous other authorities in Virginia and elsewhere could 
be cited, but it is felt that this proposition is so well settled 
that additio.nal citations of authority is unnecessary. 
II. 
The uncontradicted evidence is that for more tban twenty 
years prior to the time appellec closed the roadway by erect-
ing a gate across it, appellant and her predecessors in title 
had enjoyed the open, continuous and notorious use of said 
roadway. The evidence is that from some time prior to 1899, 
continuously until appellee erected the gate in 1940, appellant 
and her predecessors used the roadway (which is of sufficient 
width to accommodate vehicular traffic) running eastwardly 
from appellant's land in a practically straig·ht line over the 
land now controlled by appellee and to the public highway. 
This was the testimony of the witnesRes Robinson, (R., pp. 
7 and 8), Powell, (R., pp. 11 and 13), Avent, (R., pp. 15, 16 
and 17), Tuell, (R., pp. 17, 18 and 19), Williams, (R., p. 19), 
Brown, (R., p. 22) and Magee, (R., pp. 24 and 25). 
'1.1he uncontmdicted evidence shows further that such use 
was known to, acquiesced in, unobjected to and unprotested 
by the owner of the :Magee land before 1940.' From 1899 until 
1932 Sam White owned the servient-l\Iagee-estate, *(R., 
(i* p. 23), and lived thero in the house by which the roadway 
passed (R., p. 22); acknowledg·ed that Beverly had a right 
to go through there (R., pp. 9 and 10); and made no objection 
to such use of his land, (H.., pp. 9, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 24 and 25). 
I 
I 
6 Supreme Court of JA.ppeals of Virginia 
Under these circumstances, ap~ellant and her predecessors in 
title acquired a prescriptive : right in said property which 
could not be avoided by appellee unless it is ·shown affirma-
tively that such use was with the original consent of the 
: , 
owner. 1 
"Open, continuous and notdrious use by an owner of land, 
of a private way over an adjbining tract owned by another 
person, known to, acquiesced in, unobjected to and unpro-
tested by the latter; is presumptively adverse to him and en-
joyed under a bona, fide claim! of right." Ilall v. Backus, 92 
W. Va. 155,114 S. E. 449. I 
·1 
And the record is void of evidence to overcome the resultant 
presumption of adverse use under a bona ·/Me claim of right. 
Appellee, in attempting to show t11at the original use of the 
roadway was by consent of hi~ predecessors, developed: 
From Robinson: "I only !~ave Sam White's word for it. 
He said ( 30 years ago) he couldn't stop that roadway up be-
cause Beverly had to go throligh it. Beverly ha~ a right to 
go through it* * *. He just made a statement that he couldn't 
change it." (R., pp. 9 and 10.): 
From Powell: "They consented for my father, Mr. Tucker 
and Mr. Tyler, so they told m 1e * * *. We never had a word 
from anybody about going across there • * * ·from nobody 
* * * nobody ( objected) but Mt. Magee". (R., p. 13.) 
From Avent: This witness testified that Sam White let 
Tyler come through there, and made no objection, ''just gave 
him consent and said 'yes, you ;can go through my farm' '' and 
that all of the owners of the property now belonging to ap-
pellee consented to the owne1is of the Beverly-Powell Tract 
g·oing through there. On further examination the witness 
testified that by giving them! permission to g·o through he 
meant that nobody objected to it; and that he had never heard 
of any objection to ·anyone coming through the road before 
l\fag·ee purchased it. (R.,lpp. 16 and 17.) 
7* *From Tuell : "I gue~s Ile (Wilson) did" ( give his 
permission to Tucker * * [ e \Vilson 's tenant ~ * * to go 
through. This was at a time when Wilson owned both tracts 
and Tucker was a tenant on !what is now appellant's land) 
(H., p. 19). 
From this testimony appellke claims that the original use 
was by consent rather than Adverse. The language in the 
case of Davis v. Wilkinson, 1~0 Va. 672, is a clear answer te> 
I 
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appellee 's contention. At page 679, President Crump used 
this language : 
''In dealing· with a case of this character, while the terms 
per11iission and consent occur with frequency in the testimony 
of witnesses designating the acquiescence of the owner, care 
must be taken not to confuse those terms with legal permis-
sion. Acquiescence in the use of the way carries with it an 
implication of consent or permission to its use on the part of 
the person acquiescing·. The distinction between acqu,-iescence 
and vennission or consent is made clear by Judge Kelly in 
Clarke v. Reynoltls, supra. Failure to object to the use of the 
way is very often stated ·by witnesses as consent to its use, 
yet such consent is mere acquiescence, and acquiescence is one 
of the elements upon which the ripening· of tl1e use into a legal 
right rests.'' 
It was further held in that case that the use of a road for 
more than twenty years established the bona, fides of the claim 
of right, and that the owner of the land through which the 
way passes must 1·ehut the resumption by showing permission 
or license from him or those under whom he claims, or denials 
or objections to such use made under circumstances that will 
rebut the resumption. 
In Williams v. Green, 111 Va. 205, 68 S. E. 259, the Court 
says: 
'' The continuous, uninterrupted and exclusive use of the 
private way by the appellant over the lands of appellee hav-
ing existed for a period of more than twenty years, and is a 
prima facie presumption of a grant, and that such use was 
under a claim of right and adverse; and there being no evi-
dence to rebut that presumption, the appellant 't right to the 
private way was established and the Trial Court erred in not 
so holding.'' 
In Clarke v. Rc.1Jnolds, supra, the Court had this to say rela-
tive to similar language used by witnesses: 
'' There are some expressions in the testimony for the com-
plainants to the effect that they used the road with the con-
sent or permission of l\fallicote and Reynolds, but it is abun-
dantly clear from the testimony as a whole that the meaning 
of the witnesses was that this so-called com;ent and permis-
sion was merely such an acquiescence and •recognition 
s~ of a right as would be expected from and obligatory upon 
the owner of lands through which other persons were 
la,vfully using an established rig·ht-of-way. '' 
8 Supreme Court of :A.ppP.als of Virginia 
I . 
Some contention was made that there was another path or 
roadway over which appellant I could travel to reach the high-
way and that she should be required so to do. ln Clarke v. 
Reynolds, suvra, the same contention was made. There the 
Court held that a prescriptive right, which implies an origi-
nal grant, is in no way dependent upon or affected by the fact 
that there may be other ways pf reaching the land. Further-
more, the right-of-way sug·gested as a substitute for the one 
in controversy, so far as it involves the use of the old, abaµ-
cloned lane, is one to which it is not shown that appellant has 
any established right. 
To the same effect is T,Vade J. 1lfoore, 132 Va. 765, and Davis 
v. Wilkinson, supra. / 
III. 
Otller than the above quotec1
1
portions of the testimony there 
is not one iota of evidence in the record to sustain the conclu-
Hion of the lo,ver Court that the continuous use of the road-
way in question by appellant :and her predecessors was pre-
~umptively permissive. The :uncontradicted evidence over-
comes any presumption of pei·missive use of said land. The 
roadway was established when both the dominant and servient 
estates belonged to the same o:wner. The servient estate was 
sold to Sam ,Vhite· in 1899 and was held by him until 1932, 
when it was sold to Magee. S 1am ·white lived on his 60 acres 
(the servient estate), a part 6f which is now the land con-
t.rolled by :Magee, in a house liy the side of the road. (R., p. 
16.) According to the testimony this roadway was at all times 
necessary and Sam White acknowledged that he could not 
close it. (R., pp. 9 and 10.) i 
The roadway is adequatelY: described as running in an 
easterly and· westerly directibn, nearly straig;ht, about ten 
(10) feet in width and able to accommodate ordinary vehicles, 
(R., p,p. 7, 8, 11, 15, 18, 19 and 22) and is about one-half mile 
in length. 
9* 8 After the conclusion of the evidence the Court, at the 
request of appellee, made a personal inspection of the 
roadway and surrounding ternitory. The Court used the in-
formation gained from said in~pection as evidence in the case 
upon which its decision was based. While no objection was 
p1ade to such inspection and view by the Court at the time, 
appellant believes that the competency and accuracy of the 
evidence so obtained is subject to the rules applied to any 
other evidence. I 
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From the Court's opinion it is apparent that the Trial 
Coul't was misled or misunderstood or did not appreciate cer-
tain of the evidence so obtained and made conclusions of fact 
which were not supported by the evidence. For instance, the 
Court in its opinion, stated: "That none of Magee's land was 
enclosed prior to the time he purchased it." (R.., p. 34.) 
There is no evidence in the record to support that conclusion 
and the facts upon which it is based certainly could not be 
obtained by a view of the premises. According to the Court's 
opinion a fence 1ias now been placed around a part of the 
property involved. No evidence whatever was presented as 
to whether or not a fence was on the property in 1899, or sub-
sequently. Yet, the Court concludes "that the road was 
through unenclosed woodland'' and therefore gives effect to 
the presumption that the use is not adverse over unenclosed 
land. 
Considering· that Sam vV11ite lived in tl1e house by the side 
of the road and knew that Beverly used the road as his sole 
means of ingress and egl'ess, (R., pp. 9, 22, 24 and 25) and that 
appellee knew of such use: "people were traveling backwards 
and forwards throug·h there causing damage to the fish and 
muddying up the pond * • * (and) alHo doing damage to the 
fruit trees" (R., p. 25), the evidence is overwhelming that the 
use of said Mad was ope11, notorious and visible. 
IV. 
Taking the evidence as a whole, appellant respectfully rep-
resents that tlle record shows (1) that R.. T. Wilson re-
10:i served the roadway to the *dominant estate by implica-
tion; (2) that appellant and her father have acquired 
an established rig-ht and easement in the use of said road by 
prescription; and (3) that they have a right to the use of said 
road by necessity. It is impossible to build a roadway over 
another location on these lands. (R., p. 20.) 
Tlie lower Court states that the custom of the country and 
usage of the people in South Side, Virginia, is that the pas-
sage without hindermwe over unenclosed land which have been 
"turned out" and left open as "old fields", or woo<llamls, is 
consi<lered permissive rather than presumed to be under a 
claim of rig·ht. No contention is made anywhere in the record 
that this property along· this roadway was either woodland, 
turned out, or old fields since 1899. Appellee never made such 
contention. '\Ve arc mot with it the first time in the Court's 
opinion. 
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''If in the transition from old Virg'inia to the new Virginia, 
with its many demands and modern needs and conditions, 
there has become reasonable to require that in conveying a 
parcel of real estate, to whicH there is appurtenant a right-
of-way over an adjoining tract, the right-of-way should not 
pass to the grantee, unless s11 ecially mentioned in the deed, 
this can only be accomplished by statute.'' Davis v. Wilkin-
son, supra. 
That case was decided in 1944, overruling just such an opin-
ion as made by the Trial Judge in this case. Since that time 
no statute has been enacted changing that decision. 
CONCLUSION. 
For tl1e foregoing reasons! appellant respectfully reprc-
i:;cnts that the decree complained of is erroneous and should 
be reversed. . 
Wherefore, appellant prays tliat an appeal may be granted 
in this case to the decree aforesaid and a supersedeas thereto 
awarded; and that the same rtiay be reviewed and reversed. 
Counsel for your appellant respectfully request that they may 
be permitted to present this petition orally to this Court. 
Your appellant hereby ado~ts this petition as her opening 
brief and avers that on the 19th day of December, 1949, a copy 
hereof was forwarded by United States mail, postage pre-
paid, to L. R. Slag·le, Esquire, Emporia, Virginia, who was 
attorney for appellee when this case was tried and who 
11"' defended the *same on behalf of appellee. The original 
is filed with the Clerk of this Court in Richmond, Vir-
ginia. 
S. vV. TUCKER 
i 
MAGGIE BEVERLY POWELL, 
Appellant, 
By MARTIJ A. MAR.TIN 
Of Counsel. 
111 East Atlantic Street 
Emporia, Virginia~ 
HILL, MARTIN & ROBINSON 
623 North Third Street 
Richmond, Virginia. 
Counsel for Appellant. 
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State of Virginia 
City of Richmond, to-wit: 
I, Oliver Vv. Hill, a practicing attomey in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, do hereby certify that in my 
opinion there is error in the decree complained of, for which 
error the said decree and action of the said Court should be 
reviewed. 
OLIVER W. HILL 
623' North Third Street 
Richmond, Virginia. 
Received December 19, 1.949. 
M. B. w· ATTS, Clerk. 
Jan. 20, 1950. Appeal and s-upersedeas awarded by the 
court. Bond $300. 
l\L B. ·w. 
RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit Court of Greensville County. 
Maggie Beverly Powell, Complainant, 
v. 
E. E. Magee, in his own right and as .Attorney in Fact for 
E. A. LaFrage, Defendant. 
IN CHANCERY. 
TRANSCRIPT OF THE RECORD. 
BE IT REnIE1IBERED, tlrnt heretofore, to-wit, on the 
17th day of November, 1947, :Maggie Beverly Powell filed her 
hill in Chancery v. E. E. l\Iagee, in his own right and as At-
torney in Fact for E. A. LaFrage, wllich said bill and all the 
material proceedings had are in the following words and 
figures, to-wit: 
12 Supreme Court of App~a1s of Virginia 
I . 
BILL FOR INJUNCTION. 
I 
(Filed November 17, 1947.) 
'ro the Honorable J. J. Templ~, Judge of said Court: 
I 
Your complainant, Maggie I Beverly Powell, respectfully 
represents : · 
1. That your complainant, Maggie Beverly Powell, is the 
'owner of a certain tract of land located in Belfield Magisterial 
District, Greensville County, Virginia, containing fifty acres, 
more or less. ! 
2. That a certain tract of 1,and lying in said district and 
county a11d located e*.st of and adjacent to said land 
page 2 ~ of your complainant is controlled by the defendant, 
E. E. Magee. 
3. That complainant is informed, believes and alleges that 
the said land controlled by ~aid defendant as aforesaid is 
owned by said defendant, E. E. Magee; notwithstanding the 
provisions and recitals of a dded from E. E. Magee and wife 
to E. A. LaFra~?;e dated 11 Decbmber 1933 and recorded in the 
Clerk's Office of said county in Deed Book 44 at page 11 and 
the provisions and recitals of a power of attorney from E. A. 
LaFrage to E. E. Magee dated 26 December 1933 and recorded 
in said ·Clerk's Office in Deed Book No. 45 at page 482, which 
deed and power of attorney byl this reference are made a part 
hereof. That your complainant has no means of proving such · 
ownership of said land except i by means of a discovery from 
said defendant of the place of residence of E. A. LaFrage 
stated with convenient certainty to permit the service of pro".' 
cess upon him, said E. A. LaFrage. 
4. That the land records of s~id county, to-wit, the deed and 
power of attorney above-mentioned, indicate that E. A. La-
Frage is the owner of said tra6t of land controlled by the de-
fendant as aforesaid, and that said defendant for said E. A. 
LaFrage is Attorney in Fact with full unlimited power to sell 
said land and for that purpose to make, sign, seal, acknowl-
edge and deliv~r all necessary deeds and conveyances thereof, 
with all necessary covenants, ,varranties and assurances, and 
to all such other acts, matters/ and things in relation to said 
land as said E. A. LaFrag·e might or could do if acting per-
sonally. 1 
5. That eastwardly from complainant's land, there is a road-
way of the width of about ten (10) feet which runs over anµ 
throug·h said land co~1trolled by the defendant; and 
pag-e 3 ~ thence, to the public f1ighway known and designated 
as No. 615, said roaclway continues over the same 
I 
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course which as a road or right of way said defendant as At-
torney in Fact for said E. A. Lali.,rage described in deed to 
one, Lester Roberts, dated 4 February 1943, of record in said 
Clerk's Office in Deed Book 50 at page 441, which deed (to-
g;ether with the plat therein mentioned) by this reference is 
made a part hereof. 
6. That, to-wit, on 6 December 1889, when one, R. T. ·wil-
son made severance of the two tracts of land above-men .. 
tioned, himself retaining the land now owned by your com-
plainant, the use of said roadway was and bad been apparent, 
continuous and reasonably necessary to the enjoyment of said 
land now owne<l by complainant. 
7. That under a claim of right and for more than twenty 
(20) years prior to the year 1943, said roadway had been in 
constant, continuous, adverse, hostile, notorious, exclusive, 
and uninterrupted use by your complainant and her pre-
decessors in title; and this ,vith full knowledge and acquies-
cence of said defendant and of the present owner of said tract 
of land which as aforesaid said defendant controls, and of his 
predecessors in ti tie. 
8. That said roadway is the only outlet from your complain-
ant's land to the said public highway; and that there is no 
other means of ingress and egress to complainant available 
and accessible in her use of her said land. 
9. That heretofore, to-wit, in the year 1943, said defendant, 
E. E. Magee, did erect and construct and thereafter bas main-
tained a fence and other barriers blocking said roadway at 
and near the boundary betwen the above mentioned 
page 4 ~ tracts of laud, nnd did°erect and construct and there-
after has maintained an iron gate, securely fastened 
and locked, blocking· said roadway at and near the eastern 
boundary of said land controlled by him, and otherwise did 
deny to your complainant her right to use said roadway in 
the use and enjoyment of her said land as a means of ingress 
and egress to and from said highway; and by force said E. 
E. Magee docs now prevent your complainant from the en-
joyment of ber rights of ingTess and egress over said road-
way as aforesaid. 
,vHEREFORE, and fornsmuch as your complainant if,; 
without adequate and complete remedy s:ave in a Court of 
Equity where alone niatters of this kind a re properly cog-
nizable, complainant prays: ':rlmt proper process may issue; 
that E. E. Mag·ee in his own right and as Attorney in Fac.t 
for E. A. LaFrage may be made def enclant hereto and be re-
quired to answer this bill, m1swer under oath being hereby 
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expressly waived; that ~n injunction may issue from this 
Court directed to said E. E. Magee in his own right and as At-
torney in Fact for E. A. LaFrb.ge perpetually enjoining him, 
his agents and servants, froni interfering in any wise with 
the complainant, ber heirs, de~isees, and assigns in the full 
use and enjoyment of said roa~way; and that your complain-
ant may have such other, further and general relief as the 
nature of the case may require, and to Equity may seem meet. 
And your complainant will ~ver pray, etc. 
i 
I 
MAGGIE BEVERLY POWELL, 
Cdmplainant, 
I 
By S. vV. TUCKER 
. Of Counsel. 
IIILL, MARTIN & ROBINSON 
623 N ortb Third Street 
Richmond 19, Virginia. 
S. W. TUCKER 
· Emporia, Virginia. 
Counsel for Complainant. 
·1 
page 5 ~ ANSWER. 
(Filed },ebru~ry 25, 1948.) 
The answer of E. E. Magee,1 in his own right and as attor-
ney in fact for E. A. LaFrage, to a bill of complaint filed 
against him in the Circuit Couft of the County of Greensville, 
Virgfoia, by Maggie Beverly Ifowell, complainant 
This respondent reserving to himself the benefit of all just 
· exceptions to the said bill of complaint, for answer thereto, 
or to so much thereof as he is advised that it is material he 
sl10uld answer, answers and says: 
That your respondent denies the allegations contained in: 
paragraphs numbers 5, 6, 7, 8 [ and 9 of the bill of complaint 
and calls for strict proof thereof, and hereby answers and 
says that.said roadway has no~ been in constant, continuous, 
adverse, hostile, notorious, exclusive, and uninterrupted use 
by complainant and her predec¢ssors in title under a claim of 
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Sidney Robinson. 
right and for more than twenty years prior to the year 1943. 
And now, l1aving fully answered the complainant's bill, 
this respondent prays to be hence dismissed with his reason-
able costs by llim in this behalf expended. 
E.E.MAGEE, 
in his own right and as attor-
ney in fact for E. A. LaFrage 
By Counsel. 
L. R. SLAGLE, p. d. 
page 6 ~ EVIDENCE. 
(Filed October 5, 1948.) 
The depositions of Sidney Robinson, Maggie Beverly 
Powell, Nick Avent, Alexander Tuel, G. L. "Williams, Ernest 
Brown an~ S. W. Tucker, taken before me, Joseph C. Bond, 
a Notary Public in and for the County of Greensville, Vir-
gfoia, pusuant to notice, at the law offices of S. W. Tucker, 
Esquire, 111 East Atlantic Street, Emporia, Virginia, com-
mencing at 11 :30 o'clock A. l\L, on the 25th day of February, 
i948, to be read as evidence on behalf of the complainant, and 
also the deposition of E. E. Magee, to be read on behalf of the 
defendant, in a certain suit now pending· in the Circuit Court 
of Greensville County, wherein Maggie Beverly Powell is tho 
Complainant and E. E. Magee is Defendant. 
Present: Oliver "\V. Hill and S. W. Tucker, attorneys for 
Complainant, and Complainant in her own proper person, and 
L. R. Slagle, Esquire, attorney for Defendant, and Defendant 
in his own proper person. 
Signatures waived by Consent of Counsel. 
MR. SIDNEY ROBINSON, 
a witness of lawful age, after being first. duly sworn, deposes 
and says as follows : 
DIRECT EXAJ\HNATION. 
By l\fr. Hill : . 
Q. You are Mr. Sidney Robinson f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where do you live? 
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Sidney Robinson. · 
A. I live down the road-I ~ould say possibly a mile-not 
more than that-on the adjoining farm to the Mc Gees and 
Beverly farm. / 
page 7 ~ Q. How long have you lived in that vicinity Mr. 
Robinson? 
A. I was born there. I have spent practically all of my 
life there. / · · 
Q. Are you acquainted with lithe Beverly farm which adjoins 
your farm? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know the roadway that lead to the Beverly farm 
leading· to the highway Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does this roadway lead across the McGhees and stop Y 
A. It leads across both of them. 
Q. Of your lmowledg·e how long has this roadway been used 
by tl10 occupants the ·Beverly fract? 
A. As far back as I can re~ember until the last few years; 
until he dammed up the branch. 
Q. Speaking in terms of yJars, approximately how many 
years has this been Y ! 
A. I would say about 45 years. I can remember a lots of 
things since I was 5 years old~ I don't know how long it had 
been before then. 
Q. Was this roadway used i constantly during that period 
up until two years ago¥ / 
A. Yes, sir, it was the only roadway out leading to the pub~ 
lie road. I 
Q. Is tl1ere any other roadw;ay there that was ever used by 
the occupants of this farm T ; 
A. Not until Mr. McGhee stopped the roadway up and they 
went up higher and cut a road there. 
Q. Prior to Mr. McGhee stopping up the roadway this was 
the only roadway out? 
A. That is right. , 
Q. Will you describe the cdurse of the roadway which we 
are talking about¥ I 
A. Well, the Beverly house is situated on about the center 
of the Beverly tract of land. 
1 
It is surrounded on the west 
and on the north by Mr. Slagle's pond. It wouldn't be any 
possible way for him to get out. It comes east out ·of the high-
way and is a straight line from the Beverly home to the Mc-
Ghees. • 
page 8 ~ Q. What is the direc.tion of this roadway! 
A. East and W estl 
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Sidney Robinson. 
Q. Is this the same roadway that Mr. McGhee has placed 
the gate across f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now you say that north and west of the Beverly tract 
is a Pond? 
.A. That is right. 
Q. And on the south of tl1e Beverly tract is whaU 
.A. Is the Robinson farm. That is south of all three places. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Q. You have been living out there all of your life of course? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what year were you born? 
A. In 1898. 
Q. Do you remember the time when Mr. R. T. Wilson owned 
this whole farm? 
A. I can't say that I remember. Old man Sam "White was 
living there. 
Q. Do you know whether Maggie Beverly Powell, predeces-
sor to the title has, or any of them have, helped maintain the 
1·oad throug·h there? 
A. ·well, during her father's lifetime I have known them 
to work on the road. 
, Q. Was White the owner of the land there at that time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was this road ever changed? 
A. Never was changed. 
Q. It has been in the same spot ever since you can remem-
ber? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Isn't it a fact that they crossed your land there for quite 
a while! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did they ever cross your land to get to the 
page 9 ~ hig·hway f 
A. Well you can cross there; it has been done 
several times. They go across there. In fact, if it is not too 
muddy they go across there now. It is no path througl1 there. 
Q. Then, it is true that they have used your farm to go to 
and from the Beverly place? 
A. Well, tbey have been through there without my permis-
sion. "\V c haven't established a road through there. If we 
are not farming that field and if it is not too bad and they 
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I 
Sidney Robinson. 
want to come throug-h there i:h the wintertime we would let 
them come through there. I 
Q. When did they cut this little road through there by the 
branch? 
A. The road comes straight up from the house and I don't 
know when it was cut. [ 
Q. Do you know when that road was stopped up? 
A. Not exactly. I can't sayl
1 
the date or the year. I don't 
know when he put the dam up there. 
Q. How long did they use this little road through there Y 
A. They have to use it all of the time if they want to get 
in and out. I 
Q. You don't know how long they have used it do you Y 
A. No, not exactly. i 
Q. Getting back to your farm do you remember when they 
first crossed your farm going to the highway? 
A. I don't recall. Some f ellbw had a truck over there and 
he came through there. I 
Q. Just during the last two years? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether or not that this road was first 
established with the consent ofl the man who owned the entire 
place? 
A. Well, it was done before, I was bom I guess. I don't 
know it-I onv have Sam White's word for it. He said be 
eouldn't stop that road up because Beverly bad to go through 
it. i 
Q. He said Beverly had a right to go through it? 
A. Yes. I 
Q. How many years has this. been Y 
A. About 30 years ag·o. 
page 10 ~ Q. Do you know ivho gave him this right to go 
through tl1ere Y I · 
A. No, I don't. He just maq.e a statement that he couldn't 
change it. In other words I remember when Beverly bought 
the p1ace he is on. I remember the man who lived there be-
fore he lived there-Dick Tucker. He went for buying it, but 
I don't think he got very far. I Beverly some years later-I 
don't know when-bought some acres from Boston Smith. 
That was some good many years later. 
Q. Mr. Robinson, do you remember the time the farm was 
damned up down there and this water was backed up on this 
land? I 
A. Sure, I remember very w~ll. It was in 1916. 
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Mrs. Maggie Beverly Powell. 
Q. Do you remember an outlet from the Beverly farm lead-
ing from the branch and going out the other way f · 
A. No, sir. I don't think it has ever been there-not to.my 
remembrance. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hill: 
Q. This cutting across your field has only taken place since 
the roadway has been blocked? 
A. Yes. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
MRS. MAGGIE BEVERLY POvVELL, 
another witness of lawful age, after having been first duly 
sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hill : 
Q. Will you state your name and address. 
A. 1\frs. Maggie Beverly Powell. I, live at R. F. D. #2, 
Emporia, Virginia. 
Q. Are you the present owner of a tract of land. containing 
50 acres, more or less, in Belfield Magisterial District just 
west of the l\foGhee land¥ 
A. lam. 
Q. How long have you owned this land f 
A. I have owned it since 1943-April 8, 1943. My father 
owned it all the way back farther back then I can remember. 
Q. Were you raised up on this land? 
A. Yes, sir, stayed right there all of the time. 
Q. Before :.M:r. M:cGhee purchased his tract who owned 
that tract-do you recall? 
A. :Mr. Samuel White. 
Q. Did the Samuel ·white tract go all the way to 
page 11 ~ the highway, from your property? 
A. Yes, it does. 
Q. Ever since you can remember what roadway was used 
in going from the highway to your father's home Y 
A. The same roadway we are talking about now. 
Q. And this was the roadway that was used by your parents 
as long as you can remember? 
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A. Yes, sir, the only roadway. 
Q. About how long is this roadway Y 
A. From the farm to the highway-about a half a mile. 
Q. It is a curved road or is it sttaight, more or less Y 
A. It is nearly straight. 
Q. Is there any other outlet to the highway from your farm T 
A. No, sir, no other roadway that we can go. 
Q. Has there ever been any roadway to your knowledge Y 
A. Not that I know. That is:the only way we have traveled 
until about two or three years ago. 
Q. Now what happened two pr three years ago T 
A. We traveled that road until there was some holes dug 
clown in the branch and we couldn't get through there then. 
Q. You say some holes were i dug down in the road? 
A. There were two or three If eet deep holes dug there. 
Q. Were these holes directly in the roadway Y 
A. One was about the center of the road and one was to the 
rig·ht side coming from the farm. 
Q. Whose property were the.se holes dug on? . 
A. Well, the holes were dug on Mr. 1\foGhee 's land between 
my farm and Lester Roberts'. i 
Q. Where was this gate 1 I · 
A. The gate was placed nearr there on the line near the part 
that Lester Roberts owned antl the part where Mr. McGhee 
· owned. I 
page 12 } Q. When the gate:was placed there what, if any-
thing, did you do? 
A. I went to Mr. McGhee and asked l1im to please open the 
g·ate so we could go through there. I went to him about a half 
a dozen times. That was the fiirst thing I did. 
Q. Did he open the gate? [ 
A. He did not open it; he said he wouldn't open it. 
Q. What was the next thinglyou did? 
A. The next thing· I did was
1 
to go to Emporia and I asked 
if I had a right-away was I supposed to have that road and 
told what had happened and tried to get help. 
Q. Did you employ a lawyer Y 
A. I didn't employ a lawyer then, but I was told here in 
Emporia that I could get that roadway, but I wanted to keep 
up a good feeling and went back again and asked him to please 
open it. : 
Q. Is there any other outlet from your farm? 
A. No, sir, that is the only outlet we have with the excep-
tion of that little path and wal1 can't get through there since. 
the gate was put there. 
I 
I 
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Mrs. Maggie Beverly Powell. 
Q. You said a path was put there? 
A. A man c~t a little path throug·h there waiting for Mr. 
McGhee· to open the gate and that has been stopped up and 
we don't have any other way. 
Q. At the time the road was blocked you were not living 
there-is that correct Y 
A. I have been living there all of the time. I went away and 
used to come home from· where I was working and tried to 
get in there. I used to park the car and had to walk in there. 
Q. At the time the roadway was blocked were you working 
or living· on the farm? 
A. I liaven't moved from there-I have always kept my 
things there and would go there and stay. 
Q. Do you rent the farm out? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 13 ~ CROSS_ EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Slagle: 
Q. l\faggie, in the meantime, do you know whether anyone 
gave you consent to go across this land or no? 
A. Before my father owned it Mr. Tyler owned it and after 
Mr. Tyler Mr. Richard Tucker went there and he didn't finish 
paying for it and then my father bought it and-they all used 
the same road. 
· Q. The owner of the land between your farm and the high-
way consented for you to use this roadway. Is that rig·bt 1 
A. They consented for my father, Mr. Tucker and Mr. 
Tyler, so they told me. 
. Q. Ever since you can remember they just allowed you to 
go across there? 
A. We never had a word from anybody about going across 
there-from nobody. 
Q. Did you ever hear your father make a ·statement about 
Mr. R. T. Wilson when he cut it up that he could go across it? 
A. I am afraid that I don't remember any statement about 
Mr. ,vnson saying that. 
Q. So Mr. Wilson never objec~ed at all f 
A. Nobody but Mr. McGhee. 
Q. ·what seems to be the trouble out there nowt This road 
l1as been through there all through these years before you and 
Mr. McGhee bad an argument f 
A. I haven't fallen out with him. 
Q. Why are you having this dispute about using the road Y 
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A. I just wanted this gate away from there so I can get to 
the farm. I want to get in andf out from there. 
Q. Has Mr. McGhee ever corp.plained about you doing any-
thing· wrong tl1ere or disturbing· his property¥ 
A. I haven't heard it if be has. I haven't done anything. 
Q. As the result of the farm being dammed up has it flooded 
up th~ roadway? 
A. Sometime it would be down and then again it would come 
up. 
Q. Does the water cover this road 1 
A. At times it comes up rath¢r high. 
Q. Is tlmt the result of rains Y 
page 14 ~ A. I think a part lof it is the result of the dam. 
It comes up some, but overnight it goes down. 
Q. Is it any possible way that you could improve that old 
road where it gets damp up there so it wouldn't muddy his 
pond up? · 
A. I would get somebody to fix it up just so we could get in 
and out. 
Q. If this road is opened up in there just the way it used 
to be what would you do f Are you willing to help to repair 
the road to keep it up in good sbape1 
A. Yes, sir. My father would draw three or four furrows 
wit11 the plow on each side of the road and dragged it down 
so that that road would be kept up. I never had any com-
plaint nntil Mr. McGhee came there. 
Q. Do you think tllere is another way in there that you 
c·ould build a highway that could be a better highway? 
A. There jsn 't any other way they could build a road in 
there as good and straight as that one. That is the best way 
out where that road is there no,v. 
Q. Why do you say that Y • 
A. Because to the right of that road it is deeper and then 
when we get out of the road it is wet and marshy and then 
it would make a big· crook in there. 
Q. v\7hat have you done there to improve the road that you 
have used? 
A. It was nothing I could .do because I couldn't get in the 
road or down to the branch to do anything. 
Q. Did you do anything to the new road that was cut there? 
A. It just isn't a road there l\Ir. Slagle, it is just a round-
about. You can't go up in there except you are walking. 
No further questions. 
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MR. NICK AVENT, 
another witness of lawful age, after having been first duly 
sworn, deposes and says as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By M:r. Hill: 
Q. Your name is l\fr. Nick Avent? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where do you live Mr. Avent? 
page 15 r A. I live on the same road with Mr. Slagle's 
pond-on the west. 
Q. Are you familiar with the old Beverly tract and the old 
Sam White tract 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know the roadway leading across the old Sam 
White Tract down to the Beverly tract Y 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. From the Beverly farmhouse to the highway what course 
does it take? 
A. More or less straight to the highway. 
Q. To your knowledge how long has that road been used 
to reach the Beverly tract from the highway! 
A. I am 64 years old and it has been there ever since I have 
been here. I know when they bought the farm. 
Q. "When you say they boug·ht the farm-who do you mean! 
A. I know when Sam ·white and Beverly bought the farm. 
Q. Has there ever been any other roadway leading from the 
Beverly farm leading to the highway? 
A. No other road. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Slagle·: 
Q. How old are you Nick Y 
A. 64 years old. 
Q. You have been living· out there all of your life Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember when R. T. Wilson owned all of this 
land 1 It appears that in December 1889 R. T. Wilson owned 
the whole place. Do you remember that? 
A. Old man Boston Smith bought on the right side and old 
man Sam White bought on the south side. After a few years 
from that Beverly bought a place back in there. 
Q. vVere these two places the last ones that were divided 
upf 
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Nick Avent. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who owned these two tracts before they were divided 
upf 
·A. Old man Sam White owned that tract where the road 
comes thro.ugh. 1 
Q .. Who owned the Beverly tract before Sam White bought 
iU ,. 
A. R. T. Wilson owned the whole thing. 
page 16· ~ Q. Did Wilson sell to White? 
A. Yes. ! 
Q. Did Wilson sell to Powell Y 
A. No. I 
Q. Who did he sell that PoW;ell land to Y 
A. Old man David Beverly. I 
Q. Which place did he sell first-did he sell to White or did 
he sell to Beverly firsU I 
A. Sam White. 
Q. Sam "White· bought first and Beverly boug·ht second¥ 
A. Yes, sir. I 
Q. Before·Beverly bought wl10 lived on the Beverly farm Y 
A. Elijah Tyler lived there.[ 
Q. Did Sam White let Tyler come through there 1 
A. Yes, sir. · 1 
Q. Didn't object to him coming through there? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Just gave him consent and said "yes, you can go through 
my farm"? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who did Tyler sell ti) Y 
A. Beverly bought it. 
Q. Who did Sam White sell it to T 
A. To Mr. McGhee 
Q. Have all of the owners of the present property that be-
long to Mr. McGhee consented ~o those people to come through 
there? 




By Mr. Hill : I · · 
Q. Even before Mr. Beverly's time the people that lived 
back there were coining through this roadway f 
page 17 ~ A. Yes, sir. I 
Q. And on down through Mr. Beverly's time 
they continued to come through there? 
I 
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Rev. Alexander Tuel . . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And they were comtng through there at the time McGhee 
took the property over-is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you stated that they gave him permission you_ 
mean they were coming- through there and nobody objected 
to it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Objection by Mr. Slagle on the g1~ound that it was a leading 
question. · 
Q. Have you ever heard of any objection to the roadway 
being used prior to this f 
A. Not before Mr. lVIcGhee bought it. 
REV. ALEXANDER TUEL, 
another witness of lawful age, after having been first duly 
sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Tucker: 
Q. Will you state your name for the recor<l:.? 
A. Alexander Tuel. . _ . 
Q. Are you familiar with the tract of ground presently be-
longing to Mrs. Powell formerly belonging to her father David 
Beverly? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you familiar with the rightaway which the occu-
pants of this tract of land used in g·etting to the highway 
#615? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. State, if you remember, how long this roadway or right-
away bas been used by occupants of the Beverly tract? 
A. 45 years or more. 
Q. Can you describe the course of this path or roadway 
• . leaving the Beverly home going to the highway? 
page 18 } A. East. 
Q. Can you say whether or not that roadway is 
relatively straight or whether it has several turns in it? 
A. It is a little turn in it near the branch. 
Q. Is it much of a turn? 
A. Well, kind of a elbow turn like. 
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Q. Where it turns near the ~rancl1 in which direction does: 
it run north or south t I 
A. Coming from the Beverly farm it makes a little turn to 
the northwest, but not much of a turn. 
Q. About how far·in way of yards does it go in that south-
westerly direction after making that turn by the branch f 
A: .Abput 20 or 25 yards. 
Q .. Are :you familiar with the rightaway over the land now 
belonging to Lester Roberts leading from the land belonging 
to Et. E: McGhee f I 
A. 'No, sir. I haven't been ~hrougb there for several years. 
CROSS .EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Slagle: 
Q. How long have you been living out in that section f 
A. About 60 some years. 
Q. You know quite a bit abqut this land don't you f 
A. Yes, sir. I know about ~e roads. 
Q. Do you remember when Wilson owned these two tracts? 
He left these two tracts as a residue and · he sold one to 
Beverly and one to--
A. I don't know about this so well. 
Q. You don't know which one purchased it first or any-
thing? 
A. I know Mr. White was living there on his part some sev-
eral years before Beverly bought it. 
Q. You don't know what the statement was of R. T. Wilson 
as respect to the roads going through there"? 
A. I don't know about there. I know Beverly was travel-
ing through there while he was living there. 
Q. So far as you know Sam White consented for him to go 
through there. There was no objection on Sam White's part? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 19 ~ Q. Do · you know who the tenants were on the 
Beverly farm before the Beverlys purchased it? 
A. I remember that Mr. Tucker lived- there once, but I don't 
know whether he bought or rented it. I know he lived there 
prior to Beverly. ! _ 
· Q. He came through there of cou rsc? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I guess ·wilson gave him permission¥ 
A. I guess he did. 
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Rev. G. L. Williams. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Tucker: 
Q. Do you know of any other roadway that has ever been 
used by the occupants of the Bev~rly tract Y · 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know 9f any other roadway which they could use 
to get to the highway f 
A. No, sir. 
REV. G. L. WILLIAMS, 
another witness of lawful age, after having been first duly 
sworn, deposes and says as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hill: · 
Q. What is your name and where do you live? 
A. G. L. Williams. I live in Petersburg, Virginia. 
Q. Are you familiar with the tract of land now owned by 
Maggie Powell, formerly owned by her father, ·David Beverly? 
A. I have been knowing the place for about 23 years· and 
traveled it quite much. That is the only road I have ever 
known about. 
Q. Leaving the Beverly house can you describe the course 
in that roadway? · 
A. The road leading straight out in front of the house it 
leads north and after it crosses the branch it is practically 
straight. 
Q. When have you last been out to the Beverly farm? . 
A. I have been out there several times lately. The gate to 
the road was closed and I couldn't get in there with my car. 
Q. Is the location of that gate there the same lo-
page 20 ~ cation of the road which you have known lead to 
the Beverly farm Y 
A. Yes, right across to the road that leads to the Beverly 
farm. 
Q. Do you know on whose land the gate stands Y 
A. No, I don't exactly know, but it seems as it is on the line 
of Mr. McGhee and Lester Roberts. 
Q. Do you know of any other roadway leading from the 
Beverly farm to the hig·hway #6157 
A. No other way. 
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Rev. G. L.I Williams. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Slagle: ; 
Q. You were asked whethe~ you know of any other road-
way leading from the Beverly farm. Do you know of any 
other route that could be run across the McGhce property 
leading from the highway to the Beverly farm I 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. It' ~vould be impossible to build a highway or road any 
other. location f I 
A. So far as I know about the location through there would 
be impossible. 
Q. That is the only location where they could have the road 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why do you say that? 
A. So far as I know about ~he road. it is the only location. 
Q. You don't have any reason for making that statement 7 
A. I don't see any other way of making a road through 
there. ' 
Q. Do you mean now that there is no other land there suit-
able for a road 1 
A. The way the branch runs on the right it is wet and a lot 
of water stands there and eve:n to the left it is near the pond 
and I don't see where they cduld build a road that way. 
Q. Do you have to bridge it across the rightaway through 
there? 
A. You would have to build, it up. 
Q. When was the last time i you were through there? 
A. About three or four years since I was there. You can't 
get through there because the'gatc is there. 
Q. Have you made an attempt to get through there since 
the gate has been tbere·f 
page 21 ~ A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. ·when you walk through there which way do 
you walki I 
A. Most any place-the best walking· place. Of course there 
is no roads. You haw~ to pick the best way to walk throug·h 
there. 
Q. ,vhich is the best way to walk through there on l\Ir. l\Ic-
Ghee 's land? 1 
A. You have to g·o around ~p the hill up the branch some-
where to find a good place to cross there. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
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MR. ERNEST BROWN, 
another witness of lawful age, after having been first duly 
sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By l\fr. Hill: 
Q. "\Vhat is your name? 
A. Ernest Brown. 
Q. Where do you live Mr. Brown Y 
A. I live over there a little this side of Purdy. 
Q. Are you familiar with the farm that formerly belonged 
to David Beverly now belonging to Mrs. Powell? 
A. Yes, sir. I have been going along the road up near there 
for about 50 years. . .. 
Q. Have you ever had occasion to go into the Beverly farm Y 
A. Yes, sir, I have been in there many times, but I haven't 
been in there lately. 
Q. Thinking back as far as you can rememl;>er how: long ago 
can you say it was when you first visited the. Bev~rly farm 7 
A. 45 years. . 
Q. At about that time and later than that how often did you 
~~ro, . 
A. I didn't go there very often. I guess once or twice in 
one or two years. 
Q. Do you remember the roadway that was used to get in 
and out of the Beverly farm Y 
page. 22 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Leaving the Beverly farm and getting back 
to the road can you tell which direction the roadway took? 
A. East and west. 
Q. Can you say whether or not the roadway was practically 
straight from th~ farmhouse to the highway Y 
A. Very near straight until after you get near this first 
house it makes a little curve. 
Q. What house are you referring to as the first house? 
A. The house where Sam White. used to live. 
Q. Is that house still standing! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who owns that house now? 
A. Lester Roberts. 
Q. Do you know of any other roadway leading or available 
from the Beverly farm to the highway? 
A. No, sir, not unless you go through a lot of trouble. If 
you go in the right going in there is a lot of ditches and gulleys 
and that way (left) is a lot of muddy water. 
I 
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S. W. Titcker. 
Q. A.s far as you know, for {he last 45 years, that roadway 
has been the only one that was used t 
A. Yes. 1 
Q. And your recollection goes back to the time when Sam 
White lived on the tract of land Y 
A.. Yes. ! 
Q. Do you remember who lived on the tract of land before 
Sam Whitef 
A. I don't remember. 
i 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By M1\ .~lagle : 
Q .. :fio you remember when R. T. Wilson owned iU 
A. :N.o,, sir. I 
Q. Your knowledge of the place goes back to 1903 after 
Beverly purchased it 7 
page 23 }- · A. Yes. 
. Q. Do 1ou know! whether or not this ro~d has 
been varied¥ That 1s, has th~ roadbed cl1anged from tune to 
time in the period of 45 years~ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Never plowed¥ 
A. No, sir. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
MR. S. w~ TUCKER, 
another witness of lawful ag~, after having· been first duly 




By :rvfr. Hill: I 
Q. Mr. Tucker, have you made an examination of the chain 
of title of the old Beverlv t.racU · 
A. I have made an examination of the land records of 
Greensville County with refei·ence to the Beverly tract and 
testify from my notes made ~hen making such examination. 
Q. Will you state the results of your examination. 
A. The Beverly tract and the land owned by E. E. McGhee 
lying to the east of the Beve11ly tract and the land owiied by 
Lester Roberts lying still further east and other lands in the 
neighborhood are part of Ingleside, a tract containing- 597 
acres, acquired by R. T. Wilson, by deeds of record in Deecl 
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S. W. Titcker. 
Book 14· at page 158, Deed Book 14 at page 167, Deed Book 
16 at pag·e 652, and Deed Book 17 at page 2. Wilson made 
eight (8) conveyances disposing of Ingleside, the last one of 
,vhich was his deed to David Beverly convoying to him the 52 
acre tract now owned by Maggie Beverly Powell. Wilson's 
deed to Beverly is dated 1st April, 1903, and is recorded in 
Deed Book 24 at page 99. 
The land immediately east of ·wnson comprising 60 acres~ 
was conveyed by R. T. Wilson to James G. Robinson by.deed , 
dated 6 December 1899 and recorded in Deed Book 21 at page 
321. By deed dated 7 December 1899, James G. Robinson sold 
the 60 acres to Sam White. See Deed Book 21, page 476. The 
60 acres sold to James C. Robinson and by him to Sam White 
were acquired by E. E. McGhee at a Trustee's Sale under deed 
dated 13 February 1932, of record in Deed Book 43 at page 
328. By deed dated 11 December 1933, recorded in Deed Book 
44 at page 11, E. E. McGhee conveyed these 60 acres ·to E. A. 
LeFrage. By deed dated 4 },ebruary 1943, of record in Deed 
'Book 50 at page 441, it appears that McGhee, as 
page 24 ~ attorney in fact for E. A. LaFrage, conveyed to 
Lester Roberts the Thirtv-:five and .three-fourths 
( 35.75) acre tract lying to the extreme east. The pubilc roa.d 
No. 615 is part of Lester Roberts eastern boundary. And 
over these 35.75 acres McGl1ee, as attorney for LaFrage, ex-
pressly reserved a roadway from the· gate located on his line, 
the line between Roberts and McGhee running eastwardly in 
a straight line to the hig·hway, passing a house on. Roberts 
land and passing- to the south of that house. A plat of th~ 
land sold Roberts showing· the roadway is of record. 
Q. Early in your testimony you stated that the land directly 
east of the Wilson tract was sold to Robinson and later to 
White. Is the Wilson tract ref erred to there the same Beverly 
tract referred to in this· suit? 
A. Wilson was the original owner. On 6 December 1899, 
he sold a tract of 60 acres to James C. Robins_on, which sub-
sequently has been acquired by E. E. McGhee and Lester 
Roberts. Not until 1st April 1903, did Wilson sell to Beverly 
the tract of land which now belongs to Maggie Beverly Powell. 
Mr. Slagle : No questions. 
Signature waived. 
Recess from 1 :00 P. M. to 2 :30 P. M. 
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E. E. JJf cGJiee. 
Upon reconvening the def~ndant expressed the desire to 
take certain depositions 011 bis own behalf and by consent of 
the parties, by their respective counsel, defendant proceeded 
to take the following depositions on his own behalf. 
I 
MR. E. El McGHEE, 
de.fendant, called as a witness in his own behalf, after being 




By M);. Slag·le: 
Q. Wh.ttt is your name, residence and occupation. 
A. E. $. McGhee; Merchant; Emporia, Virginia. 
Q. Mr/McGhee do you own the farm that is known as the 
eastern boundary line of Maggie Beverly Powell¥ 
A. I have it in charge. I 
Q. Just state all the facts and circumstances leading up to 
this suit regarding the easement leading across your farm 
from the Powell farm to the public highway. 
A. I acquired this piece of property from Sam 'White. He 
told me that it was a house b~ck there; that there was nobody 
living back there,: but they could always use the 
page. 25 ~ road with bis cons1ent and thev could continue n~~ 
ing· the road with my consent" up until the time I 
erected my fish pond. At t,1at time the Beverly farm was 
dormant. Two years prior toi the time Maggie Beverlv Powell 
acquired it the Beverly farin was attended by 1\lr. R'.lbinson 
who testified this morning· on the other side. His egress and 
jng-ress to the farm was through his own prnperty and not 
throug·b mine. Two years p1;ior to that Mr. Robillson rented 
the fa.rm out to them and one of the Bevedy lJovs lived there 
and did not farm it. He just simply lived 'there and did not 
farm it. At'tcr lrn erected .this farm people was traveling 
backwards .and forwards through there causing· damage to 
the fisb and muddying the pond up. On one occasion was 
found down there one clay a truck and he had been working 
there two days trying to get the truck out of the swamp. He 
finally had to cufholes and get mules to pull him away. 
Q. A.re they the holes that[ Maggie referred to a while ago 
in her evidence? 
A. They are the only holes that I know anything about. 
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E. E. McGhee. 
One of the holes was dug at the pit of the hill. The following 
year I set !1 young orchard out from my pond up to the Lester 
Roberts' hue and I found that people traveling through there 
was also doing damage to the fruit trees. The year Lester 
Roberts tendered the Maggie Beverly Powell farm this gate 
was there and Lester asked me if I objected to him crossing 
there. I told him that I had had so much trouble with them 
n~uddying up the pond going through there that I would gladly 
gwe them another road, which I did. He worked the road 
and put the road in there at my direction and put a bridge 
across this branch feeding .'JJO'ttr pond. After the first year 
Lester could not rent the place any more and Maggie Beverly 
Powell's tenants allowed this bridge tl1at Lester Roberts 
built to come down and also the road to wash not maintain-
ing it whatsoever. They finally beg:an to throw logs and polls 
in the channel to get over there after this bridge bad fall en 
down and thereby cutting· tho water off that should feed my 
pond. Maggie Beverly Powell, after Lester Roberts had used 
it one year, was dissatisfied and came over to me and told 
me that she would like to use the same old road that they were 
using while her father was living. I told Maggie if she would 
build a fence along my orchard and erect a substantial con-
crete bridge, thereby not damagfog· my pond by muddying it 
up that I would allow her to use the old road. I waited a con-
siderable time for Maggie to start on this fence ~nd to build 
a bridg·e, but she never began the work and I never unlocked 
the gate. In the meantime the hill that was leading down 
through the farm that I had sold Lester Roberts was not. be-
ing kept up. It was being by-passed by all who would go 
down through that road. I spent $87.50 hauling logs on this 
one hill. From my gate west down to the pond the road was 
quite crooked. They allowed big holes to come into the road 
and then would by-pass it. The original road I should say 
is at least 40 feet from the road that is there at present. The 
road that is there now I have taken the crook out of it, had it 
ditched on both sides, and hauled logs from the Trigo Stone 
Corporation down to the branch where I turned to the right 
to go to my dam. So far as I lmow,. and I do know without a 
question, that there is no one ever spent one red penny on 
maintaining this road since it came in my possession. And 
it is my belief from the road that Lester Roberts put in there 
that Maggie Beverly Powell and her tenants would ever spend 
a cent on the road for maintaining it for their convenience. 
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! 
E. E. McGhee. 
page 26} CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hill: I 
Q. Mr. McGhee, how long ~ave you been familiar with this 
property! 
A. I didn't become familiar with it until after I purchased 
it. I was acquainted with Uncle Sam ·w11ite, the owner of the 
farm, for a. number of years by him having traded at my store. 
I di~ no't.'know anything aboµt tlle lay-out of the land until 
aftet I came in possession of it. 
Q. At. the time you took the property over. the road was 
there lea.ding from tbe Beverly home clown to the highway T 
A. It ~was put in the exact spot as it is at present all of the 
way. i 
Q. But there was a road leading from the Beverly home out 
to the hig·hway f 
A. It was. 
Q. How long· that road had been used you <lon 't lmow·Y 
A. I do not. , 
Q. Of your own actual kno,lvledge you do not know whether 
there was an established easement of that property until you 
purchased it t 
A. Only from what Uncle Sam White told me; that he al-
lowed Beverly to go over it. 
Q. After you purchased tl~e property how long was it be-
fore you erected tbe gate Y I 
A. From my knowledge tbe g-atc was erected in 1940. The 
pond was erected in 1937. 
Q. And from three years after you erected the pond tbc 
people used the roadway before you erected the g·ate f 
A. They used it, hut it wa~ causing damnge to my orchard 
and pond and that is the reason the gate wus erected to stop 
egress and ingress. 
Q. And when you put t.l1e A·ate up Mrs. Powell did complain f 
A. Sl}e didn't comp In in until after a year. After she made 
the complaint she would go ~o Petersburg and hire a lawyer 
who came down to see me and took him over the entire gTound 
and I never heard anything 1hore from ]1im. 
And further this deponent saitlJ not. 
Signature waived. 
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page 27} DECREE. 
{Entered October 5, 1948) 
This cause, having regularly matured, came on to be heard 
upon the bill of complaint and the defendant's answer there-
to, depositions taken and filed pursuant to notice served upon 
the defendant, and the motion of the complainant by counsel 
that a decree granting injunctive relief should be entered as 
prayed in the bill of complaint. 
Upon consideration of the motion of counsel for defendant 
requesting additional time within which to submit further evi-
dence and the suggestion that delay in taking· further deposi-
tions was occasioned by a bona fide attempt of the parties 
through counsel to compromise and adjust their differences, 
It is .ADJUDGED, ORDERED and DECREED that on or 
before the 4th day of November, 1948, but not thereafter with-
out further leave of court, the defendant may cau~~ _to }Je 
taken and filed such further depositions as he may desire· to 
submit as evidence herein. 
And this cause is continued. 
page 28 ~ OPINION. 
(Filed .April 30, °1949) 
This is a suit brought by Maggie Beverly Powell against 
E. E. Magee in his own right and as attorney in fact for E. A. 
LaFrage, seeking an injunction against the defendants, thefr 
ag·ents and servants from interfering in any wise with the 
complainants, her heirs, devisees and assigns in the full use· 
and enjoyment of a certain roadway ex.tending from the land 
of the complainant through the land of the defendants -to the 
public highway known as No. 615, all in Bcllfield Magisterial 
District, in Greensville County. 
The Beverly land now owned by the complainant and the 
Magee or LaFrage land were both at one time parts of a tract 
of land known as Ingleside which contained 597 acres owned 
by one R. T. Wilson. Wilson made eight conveyances dis-
posing of Ingleside, the last one of which was his deed to 
David Beverly, conveying to him the fifty-two acre tract now 
owned by Maggie Beverley Powell, daughter of David Bever-
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ley. This deed is dated April[, 1903, and is recorded in Deed 
Book 24, pag·e 99. By deed dated December 6, 1899, Deed Book 
21, page 321, R. T. Wilson conveyed to James C. Robinson a 
tract of sixty acres, lying imrnediat.ely east of what was then 
the ,vilson land, now land of t~1c complainant. By deed dated 
December 7, 1899, James C. Robinson sold and conveyed the 
sixty acres to Same White, Deed Book 21, pag·e 476. The said 
sixty acres was subsequently, acquired by E. E. Magee at a 
trustee sale made under a deed of trust, Magee's deed is dated 
Febrt1a1·yi_13,. 1932. The depbsitions do not show who gave 
· ,tliis deed of trust. Subsequently E. E. Magee con-
page 29 ~ ~ yeyed this same sixty acres to E. A. LaF'rage, Deed 
')look 44, pag·e 11, and it appears from the testi-
mony that JJJ. E. Magee acting· as attorney in fact and E. A. 
LaFrage conveyed to Lester ltoberts 34 3/4 acres of the sixty 
acre tract lying to the extreme east and abutting on public 
road No. 615, in which deed Magee expressly reserved a road-
way from the g·ate located on his line, the line between Roberts 
and Magee, running ea::;tedy in a strai~ht line to Highway 
No. 615 passing a house on Roberts lancl. See deposition of 
S. W. Tucker, page 17 of the 'depositionR. 
There is nothing· in the evidence in this case showing· what 
disposition R. T. Wilson made of the other six tracts, nor 
whether oi· not his land abutted on any other road. The last 
tract sold by Wilson was the fifty-two acre tract now owned 
by the complainant and thc11e is nothing in the evidence to 
show any express reservation of a right of way Uirough any 
of the land formerly sold and conveyed by him, nor does the 
evidence show whether or not any of the other several tracts 
sold off of Ing·leside by R. '11, ,vnson lay either north, south 
or west of the fifty-two acre tract which was retaiued by him 
and later sold to David Beverlev. Nor does the evidence sl10w 
whether or not R. T. Wilson at the time he sold the Beverlev 
tract, had a right of way or an outlet to either the road knowi1 
as No. 615 or to any other road. So far as the evidence ~hows 
the 597 acre tract known as! Ingleside and originally owned 
by R. T. Wilson may have abtJ.tted on one or more public roads 
other than Route 615, or, there may have been one or more 
outlets from the fifty-two acre tract to one or more other pub ... 
lie roads, and further, he m~y have reserved a right of way 
across other lands sol<l to sorne other public road. The com· 
plainant 's.bill, paragraph 6, tlllcges that on December 6, 1889,. 
when R. T. Wilson made severance of the two 
page 30 ~ tracts of land mentioned in the bill, himself retain-
ing the land now, owned by the complainant, the 
use of said roadway was aud had been apparent, continuous 
! 
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and reasonably necessary to the enjoyment of said land now 
owned by the complainant; however, there is no evidence to 
substantiate this allegation. However, it would seem that un-
der this allegation the complainant is setting up a claim to a 
right of way by reason of an implied reservation by R. T. Wil-
son formerly owner of the Beverley, now Powell, property by 
reason of necessity. 
In Am. Jur. Easements, Par. 48, this is said: ''Away of 
necessity is an casement arising from an implied claim or im-
plied reservation; it is the result of the application of the 
principle that wherever a party conveys property, he conveys 
whatever is necessary for tl1e beneficial use of that property 
and retains whatever is necessary for the be,neficial use of 
land he still possesses." Continuing it is said': "The fact of . 
. the necessity of a way is of great importance in determining 
whether an easement of way should be implied.'' 
The above quotation from Am. Jur. is quoted with approval 
by Mr. Justice Browning in Ashby v. Justus, 183 Va. 555, 558 
and in that case Mr. Justice Browning at pag·e 559, quotes 
with approval tl1e case of.Pryor v. East, 150 Va .. 231; 142 S .. 
E. 361 as follows: · 
'' In Minor on Real Property, page 127 it is said that to con-
Rtitute an easement the way must b~ (1) apparent, (2) con-
tinuous, and (3) reasonably necessa~·y to the enjoyme~t of 
the dominant tract.,, . 
In Jennings v. Lineberry, 180 Va. 44, 49, Mr. Justice Greg-
ory says: 
'' A way of necessity will not be decreed unless the evidence· 
showing the need the ref or is clear and convincing. Such a 
way is not sanctioned when there is available another means 
of ingress and eg-ress to and from the claimant's 
page 31 ~ land, even though it may be less convenient and 
will involve some labor and expense to maintain.'' 
Mr. Justice Gregory continues ''In 2 Thompson on Real Prop-
erty, par. 549, it is disclosed that there is no way of necessity 
where the granted or retained lands adjoin a public road on 
one side, although a way over other land would provide access 
to another public road much better than that on which the land 
borders and would save considerable distance. These con-
sidcra tions only go to ·the matter of convenience and do not 
lay any foundation for a way of necessity. The author says: 
'·where the conveyance leaves to the grantor full access to 
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the highway over the land retained, he cannot claim an ease-
ment by implication in any part of the land granted' ''. 
I think that the complainant must prove his claim to a way 
by necessity, an implied grant or reservation, by evidence; it 
cannot be presumed from the lack of evidence that a way of 
necessity existed at t~e time R. T. ·wnson conveyed tl~e fif.ty-
two acre~tract to Davtd Beverley, or that there was an 1mphed 
reseJtVa'tion of a right of way across lands of others merely 
because. the road in question: claimed by the complainant as 
a right" (rf way, was then in existance. It should appear from 
the evidence either that he made an express reservation of a 
dght of way along the road in question or that there was no 
other outlet across any part df his original tract to a l1ighway 
and as above stated, the evidence does not show what outlets, 
if any, there were, or whether or not the original tract abutted 
upon some other highway tb3:n Highway No. 615. 
I, therefore, find that the ¢omplainant has not shown that 
she is entitled to the use of this road by reason of an express 
grant, a~ implied grant, an implied reservation, or by way 
of necessity. . · 
This leaves the remaining: question of whether or notA'lll 
easement of this road through the lands of E. E. Magee and 
E. A. LaFrage has been acquired by prescription. 
page 32 ~ The law in reference to a way by prescription 
is well settled in Virginia. It is thus stated in the 
case of Rives v. Gooch, 157 '7ia. 661 : 
'' It is well settled in Virginia that in order to establish a 
private right of way over the lands of another by prescrip-
tion, it must appear that the use and enjoyment thereof by 
the claimant was adverse, uhder a claim of rig·ht exclusive, 
continuous, uninterrupted and with the knowledg·e and ac-
quiescence of the owner of the land over which it passes, and 
that such way has continued for a period of at least twenty 
years. Wliere there has bee11 an open, visible, continuous anr] 
unmolested use of a road across the land of another for at 
least twenty years, the use will be presumed to be under claim 
of rig·ht, and places upon the owner of the servient estate the 
burden of rebutting· thiH pre~umption by showing that the use 
was permissible, and not under claim of right. 
A right of way over the lauds of another by prescription 
implies a g'l'ant and is in no way dependent upon or affected 
by the fact that there may be ways of reaching the Janel. Wade 
v. Iii oore, 139 Va. 765; Davis y. Wilkinson, 140 Va. 672 p. 682. '' 
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The evidence in this case does not disclose how this road 
way was originally -established. The testimony on behalf of 
the complainant would seem to indicate or show that the road 
had been used for a period of more than twenty years prior 
to tbe time Mag~ee purchased the property from W·hite. A 
part. of the testimony is to the effect that the road was ·used 
by the consent of the owner of the White property, however, 
the court 1"2oog1-1i'Zes ilie fact tliat in dealing with a case of this 
character while the terms permissio'lf, and consent occur with 
frequency in the testimony of witnesses designating the ac-
qitiescence of the owner, care must be taken not to confuse 
those terms with legal permission. Acquiesence in the use 
of the way carries with it an implication of consent or per-
mission to its use on the part of the person acquiescing. The 
distinction between acquiescence and permissiort 
pag·e 33 }- or consent is made clear by Judge Kelly in Clark 
v. Reynolcls, 125 Va. 626. Failure to object to the 
. use of the way is very of ten stated by witnesses as consent 
to i~s use, yet such consent is mere acquiescence, and acquies-
cence is one of the elements upon which the ripening of the 
use into a legal right rests. Davis v. Wilkinson, 140 Va. 672, 
679. . 
Upon a view of the whole evidence including that of· the de-
fendant Magee, and in further view of tl1e fact that the road 
was through unenclosed wo~dland tbe court do·es not feel that 
the complainant has shown ·a use of the rqad under a claim of 
rig·llt which was adverse, continuous, and exclusive. 
After hearing the depositions read and argument of coun-
sel at tbe bar of the court, the court, at the request of counsel 
for the defendant and without objection by counsel for com-
plainants, went with counsel for both parties to the premises 
and viewed and examined tlie road. The facts disclosed by 
this view and inspection of the road are as much evidence in' 
this case as the testimony of the witnesses. The court was 
asked by counsel for the parties to view the road and to con-
sider the facts revealed by such view as evidence. 
A view of the road disclosed that from tlie point where the 
road leaves the land of the complainant and starts upon the 
land owned by the defendants, it passes entirely through 
woodland for a long distance. Due to the fact that there was 
a branch over which access was difficult the court only went 
to the branch but could plainly see from that point to the line 
of the Powell land. The trees are of large growth indicating 
they have been there a number of years. The road runs from 
the Beverly land through the weeds down to a point where it 
crosses a branch which is an outlet or overflow from a fish 
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pond erected by the defendant, E. E. Magee, since he pur-
chased the property. At this point the road, after crossing 
the branch and proceeding eastwardly in the di-
page 34 ~ rection of Route 615, proceeds up an incline which 
4 is very badly washed and there is- a spring in the 
roadway which apparently runs constantly. The road there 
is in a very bad state of repair and gives every evidence of 
not having been used for many years. From that point the 
road run& algng the edge of the woods to the line between the 
land n.ow. -owned by Magee and the land sold ·by Magee to 
Lester Roberts. On the line between Magee and Roberts, 
Magee lu.i$ erected a fence and has put a gate across the road. 
None of ~ag·ee 's land was e11-closed prior to the time he pur-
chased iL 1 
A distiuction has been made in the decided cases as to the 
presumption that the use is adverse over unenclosed land. 
The law is thus stated in 17 Am. J ur. p. 980 par. 71: 
i 
"The prevailing principle seems to be that while a way may 
be acquired by use or prescription by one person over the un-
enclosed land of another, mere use of the way for the required 
time is not, as a general ·rule,: sufficient to g·ive rise to the pre-
sumption of a grant. HenceJ generally some circumstance or 
act, in addition to, or in connection with, the use of the way, 
tending to indicate that the use of tl1e way was not merely 
permissive is required to estf1blish a right by prescription." 
This same law is laid doJn in 11 note in 1 A. L. R., 1468. 
This particular point does not seem to have been raised in 
Virginia. In tbe c·ase of Tru:mp v. MacD01111zell (1898), 120 
Ala. 200, 24 So. 353, as this c:ase is cited in 1 A. L. R., p. 1370 
gives the reason for this distinction as follows: ''In view of 
the custom of the country and the usage of the people to pass 
without hindrance over uuen'.closed land, whether it be wood-
land which has not been reclaimed for the purpose of hus-
bandry, or lands which, bas !not been reclaimed for the pur-
pose of husbandry, or lands which, having once been reclaimed 
and put to the uses of agriculture, have been 'turned out' and 
left open as 'old fields' ( to employ the expressions of common 
parlance), the law is settled with us that the mere 
page 35 ~ user of such land 1for road purposes, involving·, as 
it does, ordinarily, no injury to the owner having 
presently no end · to subscr~e by excluding others fi·om it, 
carried with it no presumption of adverse claim or claim of 
right to so use it; and of necessary consequence that the ad-
1 
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verse cl1aracter of such user, if it has such character, essential 
to the establishment of a continuing right of user resting on 
prescription or the like, must be shown by evidence aliunde, 
so to speak,-evidence other than the fact of user, however 
long continued~ The presumption in such cases is that the 
user is permissive; and it is a perfectly natural presumption, 
since the use conflicts with no interest of -the owner in the 
land, does not intefere with any use he presently desires to 
make of it, nor curtail or limit in any way bis enjoyment of 
it in the state and condition in which he has put it or allowed 
it to remain, and very frequently as in this case, conserves 
the ends of good neighborhood. We need do no more on this 
branch of the case than to cite the adjudications of this 
court.'' 
The law, thus expressed in the above Alabama case, strikes 
me as being common sense and is largely what has been the 
custom in Southside Virginia. The depositions show, and 
an inspection of the premises discloses, that Mr. Magee has 
given the Powells permission to pass over his land at another 
point and that some years ago Lester Powell, owner of the 
tract lying between the Magee land and the public road, cut 
a road along the edge of his line and thence across Mr. 
Magee 's line to the Powell land now owned by the complain-
ant and that a bridge was built at a point where the road was 
used for some years and the bridge was allowed. to· become in 
a state of disrepair; that then logs were thrown in the branch 
and passage was made in that manner. This appears to have 
been an act of neighborliness on the part of Mr. Magee a11d 
not as a recognition by him of the right of the corn-
page 36 ~ plainant to cross his land. The depositions of Mr; 
Magee show that the road in question where it 
crosses the branch causes his fish pond to become muddy and 
clamag·es the fish in his pond, and further, that he has planted 
a young orchard in the open field between the branch and the 
line of Lester Powell and that he only erected the gate after 
discovering that persons using the road were inflicting dam-
age upon his fruit trees. 
It is fundamental in our law that the ownership of land 
gives to tbe owner the rig·ht to do with it as he pleases so long 
as his use is not unlawful and does not unduly interfere with 
the rights of others. It is a serious detriment to the owner 
for a court to give another person a right to a road over the 
owner's land and this should not be done unless the facts dis-
closed bv the evidence fully justify it. 
Clearl"y, the use by the grantee of a way by necessity can 
never be the basis of a way by prescription, since the user is 
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not adverse. Note to Sectio~ 98, found on page 135, Vol. 1, 
}finor on Real Property 2nd. Edition, citing Ann Arbor Fruit 
and Vinegar Co. v. A.nn Arbo1i Railroad Co., 136 Mich. 599, 99 
N. W. 869, 66 L. R. A. 431. · . 
I am of the opinion that the complainant, Maggie Beverly 
Powell, has not acquired by prescription, a right of way over 
the lands of E .. E. Magee and 1E. A. LaFrage .. 
A decree will be entered denying the relief sought by the 
complainant and dismissing her bill of complaint with judg-
ment against her for the defertdants' costs. : 
J. J. TEMPLE. 
April 30, 1944. 
page 3.7'_ r DECREE. 
(Entered August 30, 1949) 
• I 
This cause came on this day to be again hear upon tlle 
papers formerly read; on the former orders and decrees en-
tered herein, upon the depositions of witnesses taken and filed 
on behalf of both complainant and defendant; and was argued 
by counsel. i 
Upon consideration whereof. tbe Com·t having, witl10ut ob-
jection by either party, viewed the premises and having ma-
turely considered the eviden~e is of opinion, for reasons set 
forth in its written opinion, hereby filed and made a part of 
the record in this cause, that the complainant is not entitled 
to the relief sought in her bill of complaint, DOTH SO DE-
CIDE. I 
The Court doth accordingly adjudg·c, order and decree that 
the bill of complaint be, and the same is hereby, dismissed, 
and that the defendant recover against the complainant his 
costs by l1im about his defense in this cause expended, to all 
of which complainant excepts. 
Nothing further remaining to be done in this cause it is 
ordered that the same be removed from the docket and the 
papers herein be placed among the ended causes of this court 
and duly indexed. 
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page 38} ~OTICE. 
To : E. E. Mag·ee. in his own right and as 
Attorney in ·Fact for E. A. LaFrage, 
Emporia, Virginia. 
You are hereby notified that on the 19th day of October, 
1949, at 10 :00 o'clock A. M., or as nearly as possible thereto 
on that date, the undersigned will apply to the Clerk of the 
Circuit Court of Greensville County, Virginia, at his office in 
Emporia, Virginia, for a transcript for the record in this 
cause, to have the same certified in the manner provided by 
law for the purpo.se of presenting· same to the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virginia for an appeal. 
Given under my hand this the 8th day of October, 1949. 
MAGGIE BEVERLY POWELL, 
By S. W. TUCKER 
Of Counsel. 
HILL, MARTIN & ROBINSON, 
623 North Third Street, 
Richmond 19, Virg·inia. 
S. vV. TUCKER 
111 East Atlantic Street 
Emporia, Virginia. 
Counsel for Complainant. 
Leg·al service of the foregoing notice is hereby accepted 
this the 8th day of October, 194~. 
page 39 ~ Virginia; 
L. R. SLAGLE. 
Counsel for E. E. Magee in his 
own right and as Attorney in 
Fact for E. A. LaFrage. 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the County or 
Greensville, October 19, 1949. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE,. 
I, J. S. Wrenn, -Clerk of the Circuit Court of the County 
of Greensville, Virginia, do certify that the foregoing is a 
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correct copy of the whole r~cord of the Chancery Cause pend-
ing in the afore said court under the Style of Maggie. Beverly 
Powell, complainant v. E, E, IMagee; in bis own l'ight and as 
attorney in fact for :fil. A. LeFrage, defendant, including· all 
of the evidence and exhibits\ adduced in said cause, tis a.p-
pears on file and o£Lt~~9.ro.::Jn:t m)(pffi.~~- ; .. : .' 
And I further certify that it affirmatively appears from the 
papers fiJed i~ said ~ction thflt co1:1n~el _of re~ord for ~aid de-
fendant had due written notice of the intention of saul com-
plainant to apply for the foregoing transcript of record. 
Given under tny hand this 19tb day of Octobe1', 1949. 
i J. S. vV¥ENN 
-Clerk of the Circuit Court of the 
Coµ.nty or Gree11sville, Virginia.· · 
i 
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